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Abstract

 Ethernet at 10Mb/s and other legacy LANs such as 4
and 16 Mb/s Token Ring have matured and proliferated
widely over the last decade. Now, applications have
started to exceed the capabilities of these low speed
LANs.  A new generation of high speed networks are be-
ing deployed to meet with increasing expectations of us-
ers.  This paper compares four such high speed LANs
which operate at or above 100 Mb/s:  100BASE-T, 
100VG-AnyLAN,   FDDI  and ATM.   The attributes and
performance of these four LANs are described and con-
trasted.   The implications  of migration to these new tech-
nologies are discussed.

Introduction

The past few years have seen the development of in-
creasingly powerful desktop computers, servers, and the
applications which can use this available computing
power. As these applications become networked, users are
demanding cost effective higher speed Local Area Net-
work technologies that can keep pace with their distrib-
uted computing needs. Fortunately, or,  unfortunately, de-
pending on your point of view, the last few years have
seen the development of many new technologies capable
of providing high bandwidth services directly  to users’
desktops over widely installed Unshielded Twisted Pair
(UTP) cabling. Four of these technologies, which are seri-
ous contenders for widespread deployment,  are discussed
in this paper. They are 100BASE-T (Fast Ethernet),
100VG-AnyLAN (Demand Priority), Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI)   and Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM). 

In many cases users are adequately served by existing
LAN technologies such as Ethernet and Token Ring. The
development of switching hubs has allowed many of these 
bandwidth hungry networks to be upgraded, simply by
connecting existing desktop network equipment to a

switch port. This provides a bandwidth increase when the
low speed adapter is adequate for the communication 
needs of the station. As the workload increases (e.g. larger
file transfers become more common ) the transmission
speed itself becomes the bottleneck, and the performance
of switched low speed technologies becomes inadequate.

In this paper we will present a side by side comparison  of
important details of  these high speed protocols.  We will
discusss the differences between shared and switched
LANs, the operation and applicability for use in both the
workgroup and the backbone environments, and the re-
sults of performance analysis of each protocol. 

Shared and Switched LANs 

In a LAN, stations can share a single communication
channel using a Media Access Protocol (MAC) or they
may attach to a "Switch". The first mode of operation is a
"shared bandwidth" LAN while a switch forms a sort of
"extended LAN" for the attached stations. The data
throughput in the switched LAN is greater than a shared
LAN. Each concept is discussed below for use in later
comparisons.

A shared LAN was the original LAN configuration. Sta-
tions connect to a hub, possibly a repeater or concentrator,
which forms a broadcast channel for the stations.   All sta-
tions receive the transmissions of any other station. Sta-
tion operation is half duplex: there may be only one sta-
tion originating data on the LAN at one time, determined
by the MAC protocol. MAC protocols provide an arbitra-
tion scheme which controls station access to the channel. 
The aggregate of all the stations is limited to that provided
by the LAN bit rate.

The same stations described above may instead connect to
a switch.  There may be one active originator on each
switch port at any single instant. The switch copies pack-
ets from an input port to the specific output port(s) re-
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quired while other ports may send or receive a different
packet.  For a switch with N ports of the same bit rate, the
aggregate bandwidth approaches

When connected directly to a switch,a LAN station may
operate in full duplex mode, access control is not neces-
sary. If all the stations use full duplex mode,  the aggre-
gate switch bandwidth approaches, 

Given the existence of multicast packets and  contention
for individual ports, the actual switched LAN will ap-
proach but not actually reach these estimated limits.  In-
ternal to the switch, contention by multiple input ports for
a particular output port  causes congestion.

The station used with a switch or hub may be the same
type of station.  So, a shared LAN may be upgraded in
small increments by  replacing hubs with switch ports as
growth dictates.  Switch ports may be shared by a group
of stations with lower requirements while other stations
may be assigned to a single port on a switch. This strategy
allows  for network growth over time, as needed.

Latency in a switched LAN is generally lower than a
shared LAN, especially if the network is heavily loaded. 
A shared LAN causes the latency between a pair of sta-
tions to be heavily influenced by the load on the network.
Switches provide a form of isolation, but at a cost. For a
network operating at low loads, however, the switch may
not provide benefit in bandwidth or latency. 

Some stations can operate in full duplex mode with a
switch, others cannot. Other stations are of a design lim-
ited to use with a switch as they don’t include a MAC
protocol, the situation for stations used with ATM. For
more than two ATM stations to connect together, ATM
requires the stations connect to a switch.   These concepts
will be used in the subsequent sections.

Overview of the Protocols

Each of the four protocols will be described in this
section. Three of the four protocols can operate in a
shared LAN while the last requires a switching environ-
ment.    Details on the packet format and access protocol
are given.   Subsequent sections describe the topology of
protocols and contrast the differences between them.

N *  (media-bit-rate )   BW = 
2

N *  (media-bit-rate )   BW = 

FAST ETHERNET

Fast Ethernet, also called 100BASE-T (the name
we’ll use herein), is a new protocol under development in
the IEEE 802.3 working group.  It is an extension of the
Ethernet /802.3 MAC protocol [ISO], for operation at a
100 Mbps data rate. Operation with up to 1024 stations is
supported on  a variety of media types, described later. 

 
The operation and architecture of 100BASE-T is

nearly identical to that of its 10 Mbps ancestor.  100
BASE-T supports a broadcast channel made up of point
to point media segments connected via repeaters, similar
to the topology of 10BASE-T. Stations attach to the net-
work without the need for the MAC to perform any in-
itialization protocol. This simplifies the implementation
by a significant amount. 

 Before initiating a transmission, a station listens to the
channel to confirm that the network is not busy. The sta-
tion then transmits, while monitoring the collision signal
to ensure that the transmission has not experienced a col-
lision. If no collision is detected, the station can initiate
another transmission after an interframe gap interval of
960 ns. If a collision is detected, the station invokes the
binary exponential backoff algorithm, which reschedules
the transmission for a randomly selected time in the fu-
ture. 

The key parameter of the CSMA/CD protocol is the slot
time, which is the period of time required for a station to
be sure that it has not experienced a collision in a prop-
erly functioning LAN. This parameter, which determines
the minimum packet size,  is bounded by the end to end
delay of the network as follows. The packet must "fill"
the entire network before channel acquisition is ensured,
and, if a collision occurs, the collision notification must
have time to propagate back to the transmitter and be de-
tected prior to the end of the slot time. Scaling the data
rate by a factor of ten while not modifying the MAC’s
512 bit slot time requires that the network diameter shrink
by a factor of 10. This limits the station to station separa-
tion of the  network to a maximum of approximately 210
meters. 

VG-AnyLAN

VG-AnyLAN, also called 100VG-AnyLAN and Demand
Priority, is a new 100 Mbps protocol under development
in the IEEE 802.12 working group [AnyLAN]. It supports
either the 802.3 or 802.5  frame formats, but the protocol
itself  is different than either of those protocols. While a
network can operate with either frame format,  it is con-
figured to run either 802.3 or 802.5 frame format, not
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both at the same time. Multiple PMD options allow sup-
port of many different media types. 

The Demand Priority protocol uses a centralized  two pri-
ority round robin arbitration scheme which is controlled
by a central hub. Stations and hubs fan out in a tree from
this central arbiter. The central hub passes control of the
right to transmit from hub port to hub port of this struc-
ture in a round robin manner. The protocol supports two
types of transmission requests, referred to as Normal Pri-
ority and High Priority. High priority requests take prece-
dence over Normal Priority requests. If a Normal priority
request has been pending for longer than 200 to 300 ms it
is promoted by the hub to High Priority status and serv-
iced by the High Priority queue. 

Each hub maintains a per port address table, which is
used to store the address of the station connected to a
port. When a packet is received, the hub buffers the
packet long enough to determine its destination address,
and forwards the packet to the port corresponding to that
destination address. The hub also forwards the packet to
the cascade port which is the port used to connect a hub to
a higher level in the tree, and to all ports which were con-
figured as promiscuous ports at initialization time. All
other ports receive an idle signal, which provides a level
of security from eavesdropping. 

When a station or hub wishes to join the network it initi-
ates a training sequence, consisting of an exchange of
frames between itself and the port it attaches to. This
training period lasts between 2 to 5 ms, and  is used to de-
termine whether the attaching device is a station or hub,
whether it uses 802.3 or 802.5 frames, the MAC address
of the connecting station, and whether the port will be al-
lowed to operate as a promiscuous listener. While training
is occurring, the network suspends its round robin opera-
tion for the duration of the training period. Based on the
results of the training, a station is either admitted to the
network, or informed of the reason why it will not be ad-
mitted.

Between packets, stations and hubs send an idle signal to
each other indicating that the channel is available to make
a transmission request. A station which wishes to transmit
a packet signals a transmission request to the hub, indicat-
ing the priority of the transmission request. It then awaits
a response which grants it the right to transmit one packet
onto the network. If the hub that receives the request is
the only hub in the network, it waits for the current trans-
mission to complete, and then services the port which is
next in the round robin service order. It then grants the
right to transmit to that port. If the hub is connected to a

hub higher in the tree, it waits for the current network
transmission to complete and signals a transmission re-
quest to the higher level hub. In this manner, the transmis-
sion requests eventually reach the central arbiter, which
determines which hub will control the granting of trans-
missions. When the right to control the network passes to
a hub, it services requests in port order (i.e. port 1, then 2
up to port N) and then passes control back to the higher
level hub. If a High Priority request is made anywhere on
the network, the control passes to the hub which has that
request, and returns to the original hub after all High Pri-
ority requests have been serviced throughout the network. 

FDDI 

FDDI is a 100Mb/s LAN which uses a token ring
protocol to schedule station access. FDDI is the type of
ring where each station removes its own transmission and
which operates without a central controlling station. It
supports up to 500 stations on a single LAN with a maxi-
mum of 100 km of duplex cable.  The MAC protocol pro-
vides for ring initialization and two categories of service
called, "Asynchronous" and "Synchronous" [FMAC]. 
The initialization and access algorithms are described in
more detail below.

Ring initialization must occur prior to the operation and is
described first.  A station must first  physically joint the
ring using Station Management (SMT) protocols [SMT]. 
These protocols test and initialize the link then
reconfigure the token path to include the new station.
Next, Ring  initialization is done using a distributed algo-
rithm called "Claim Token". The claim token process is
invoked when the absence of a token is detected.  Then,
stations send special packets called claim frames which
are used to elect a single station to create the new token. 

Once the token has been created, it is used to arbitrate
shared access for the stations using a timed token protocol 
[Grow].  To originate information onto the ring, a station
must first capture the token which is otherwise circling
the closed loop of the ring.  The standard provides two
criteria for capturing a token which results in the two
service priorities.  Each station may use either or both pri-
orities, as described below.

The first is synchronous service where each station is as-
signed a Synchronous Bandwidth Allocation (SBA) using
a management protocol [SForum]. The station is allowed
each time it sees a token, to capture the token and origi-
nate a number of packets related to its allocation. The al-
location allows a network administrator to give priority to
certain stations over other stations and provides low la-
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tency access at regular intervals compared to the other
class of service, described next. 

The asynchronous token protocol divides the bandwidth
not consumed by the synchronous allocation among all
stations equally.     To achieve this, each station maintains
a token rotation timer (TRT) which is reset each time the
token is seen. When the station next receives the token, it
compares the TRT to the value of the Target Token Rota-
tion Time (TTRT), often set to 8 mS [JAIN]. If the current
value of TRT is less than TTRT, the station is allowed to
capture the token and transmit asynchronous data frames. 
When TRT >TTRT, the token is said to be "late" and sta-
tions limited to asynchronous priority must yield. When
the token is late, stations with  SBA may capture it giving
them priority of access. If the load is high enough to satu-
rate the ring but is mostly asynchronous traffic, maximum
access delay for each of N stations is [Jain2]:   
 - synch delay =  2 * TTRT (nominally, 16 mS)  
 - asynch delay = N * TTRT   

ATM:

Asynchronous Transfer Mode, ATM, is different than
the other protocols described. ATM is connection ori-
ented, point to point, full duplex and uses a small, fixed
packet size called a "cell".   It is primarily a format for use
by switches and includes no access arbitration protocol.  
Each port on a switch behaves in many ways like a sta-
tion.   The cell header information in a received cell is
used to look up forwarding information needed to route
the cell within the switch.  Error checking is performed on
the cell header, and errored cells are discarded.   The cell
header address information is changed at each switch to
represent the route at the next switch.  Addressing in the
ATM cell is of local significance to a switch, in contrast
to the MAC address which identifies individual users
either with  locally or globally unique values.

 Applications which would communicate over the ATM
LAN must first establish a Virtual Connection (VC). The
VC is a path through one or more switches which pro-
vides an end to end pipe to carry the application data.
VCs are established in two ways.  First, a Permanent Vir-
tual Circuit (PVC) can be manually configured by a net-
work manager.  Second, a Switched Virtual Circuit (SVC)
may be established by call setup procedures  at the time
of need [UNI3].  Procedures which are interoperable be-
tween switch vendors for SVCs are being developed. 
These procedures will be sufficient to build ATM net-
works.   

The problems of congestion and ‘VC-routing’ among
multiple switches are still outstanding in the standards
process. Congestion management is important because a
small level of cell loss (e.g., 0.1%) gets magnified to a
dramatically large frame loss (e.g., 20%). This is consid-
ered unacceptable, and several alternative congestion
management policies are under active study and evalu-
ation.

Additional protocols are needed to integrate ATM with
legacy LANs such as Ethernet or token rings.    IP Rout-
ers and bridges can be interconnected with PVCs using an
ATM network [RFC1577] and [RFC1483]. Separately,
LAN Emulation for ATM is being developed to allow end
stations running existing applications to be adapted to
ATM services  [LANEM].   LAN emulation is necessary
because of the  large base of applications which require
multicast facilities and a broadcast channel.

Other protocols,  already in place for ATM, include the
ATM Cell format, the ATM Adaptation layer, and the
PHY layer.   The ATM Cell is used to carry data transmit-
ted between switches [UNI3]. A 48-byte segment of the

Table 1: Summary of protocol attributes

FDDI 100BASE-T VG-AnyLAN ATM 

# Stations 500 1024  (unspecified) implementation limits

Access  Method Token Passing CSMA/CD Round Robin Full Duplex 

packet size 4500 bytes 1500 bytes 1500 or 4500 48 byte Cells

Extent 100 km 210 m 2.5 km unlimited 

Complexity medium low medium high
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user data payload is placed in a cell along with a 5 byte
header forming the 53 byte ATM cell. The cell header
carries the information necessary for switch operation.
The cell header contains two address fields, the Virtual
Path Identifier (VPI) and the Virtual Circuit Identifier
(VCI) which together total 3.5 bytes and define the route
of the cell at any particular switch.   These fields are up-
dated by each switch in the path.

User information is mapped into the cell payload accord-
ing to the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL)  protocol.  
AAL protocols exist for several applications.  For vari-
able rate data characteristic of LANs, AAL-5 is often
used [CCITT363][ANSIT1S1]. An 8 byte field including
data length and an error detection checksum are appended
to a frame (or block) of user information up to 64K bytes
in length. The AAL-5 PDU is then separated into a stream
of smaller PDU’s by the Segmentation and Reassembly
Sublayer (SAR). Each SAR-PDU is 48 bytes long, the
correct size for the ATM Cell payload.

The PHY layer of ATM contains a Convergence Sublayer
(CS) and a PMD sublayer.  The convergence sublayer
maps cells into a PMD service.   The convergence proto-
col provides for delineation of the cells in the serial bit
stream.   CS sublayer protocols include SONET [Bell-
core].  PMD options are discussed in a later section. 

Table 1 summarizes the relevant parameters for the four
protocols and points discussed in this section. We next
discuss the topologies which can be built with these net-
works.    Lastly, we’ll compare the protocols based on
these descriptions.

Description of topologies

Until recently, fiber optic cable, and some types of
high quality shielded cables were the only media avail-
able for delivery of high speed data services to the desk-
top. Users generally prefer to use twisted pair cabling to
their desktops, and reserve fiber cabling for their back-
bones; this has been an impediment to the acceptance of
high speed LANs in the workgroup. Installed UTP ca-
bling typically has a maximum length of 100 meters, and
high speed networks have chosen this distance as the
maximum UTP segment length. In structured cable instal-
lations which adhere to the EIA/TIA 568 wiring standard
[EIA] the wiring center may be  located in a dedicated
closet. For smaller installations, the wiring center may be
located with the server  under a user’s desk. 

Table 2 shows a comparison of the supported media types

and topologies for the four networks. The topological de-
tails are as follows:

The 100 BASE-T topology is significantly different from
the 10BASE-T  topology in that only one level of the
building wiring hierarchy can be supported. Because of
timing restrictions, the collision domain can contain no
more than two repeaters, which must be separated by no
more than 10 meters of cable in the default topology
rules. The MAC limit of 1024 stations is not changed.
The supported media types are planned to include cate-
gory 3 UTP, category 5 UTP, and  150 ohm Shielded
Twisted Pair (STP) [100BASE-T]. Support for multimode
fiber is also included by incorporation of the FDDI PMD
[PMD] spec for operation on multimode fiber, but the 2
km distance supported by that PMD is not allowed, due to
the timing constraints previously mentioned. 

VG-AnyLAN plans to support category 3 UTP, category
5 UTP and 150 ohm STP, as well as fiber optic links of
2km at 1300 nm, and 500 m at 850 nm [AnyLAN]. It is
the only technology planning to support 25 pair category
3 cabling but, for this, the hub must include a store-and-
forward function and the station is limited to half duplex
operation.  In The topology consists of cascaded hubs, as
in the 10BASE-T architecture. The supportable end to
end distance is not explicitly defined in the standard, but
will cover an end to end extent of approximately 2.5 km,
in a three level hierarchy [Grinham]. The maximum num-
ber of stations supported by the standard is also not ex-
plicitly specified. 

FDDI provides support for category 5 UTP and 150 ohm
STP [TP-PMD], multimode fiber [PMD] as well as sin-
glemode fiber [SMF-PMD]. The topology is a dual ring
of trees, in which the FDDI dual ring is extended to a tree
structure by the use of  concentrators.  The number of lev-
els in the tree is limited only by the allowable station
count and the maximum extent of the network. FDDI pro-
tocols provide relatively thorough fault isolation capabili-
ties as well as standardized ways of adding fault tolorance
in the dual ring and, in trees, with dual homing  [Hutchi-
son][Ocheltree][Willebeek] . The total network extent
cannot exceed 100 km, with a maximum of 500 stations. 

ATM at 155 Mbps will include support for category 5
UTP, 150 ohm STP, multimode fiber  [UNI3.1] and sin-
glemode fiber [Bellcore].  The topology is a mesh of
switches,  which means a switch in the network may be
reachable from another point using multiple routes in-
volving independent sets of switches.  The full exploita-
tion of this flexibility requires completion of the switch to
switch connection protocols currently in development.  
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ATM also provides a virtually unlimited end to end ex-
tent, since no MAC protocol sets the timing constraints
for end to end extent. 

Each of the technologies discussed in this paper will
probably connect to other LAN types or a backbone of
some kind. Some important properties for high speed
backbones are the supportable end to end distance,  the ro-
bustness and availability of the technology, and the incre-
mental cost for connecting the workgroup to the back-
bone. In addition, the ability to minimize complexity
through the use of  one high speed solution to unite the
high speed workgroups, as well as the existing low speed
workgroups, should be considered.  FDDI’s reliability
features, supported media types, and ability to support a
large number of stations over a 100 km extent makes it a
good choice for the backbone.   ATM’s future capabilities
for a mesh topology, which will allow redundant connec-
tions to enhance reliability,  and support for long dis-
tances will make it an ideal choice for a backbone tech-
nology. 

Performance:  

We analyzed the four LAN technologies for protocol
efficiency to compare the bandwidth available to transport
data given the MAC protocols.  The actual bandwidth
available for user data is the claimed bit rate derated by
the efficiency, above which the LAN is saturated and ad-
ditional load cannot be carried.  New models are pre-
sented herein for the VG-AnyLAN and FDDI  protocols. 

 The topology for comparison is a work group of limited
extent.  Due to differences in the offerings  of each proto-
col, comparison is somewhat difficult. The configuration
should provide stations at maximum separation for a
worst case analysis but no two protocols have the same

distance limit.  We analyzed VG for two sizes based on
physical extent - one size being moderately large for VG,
the other being smaller, the maximum size of 100BASE-
T.  FDDI extent was chosen to be the same as the large
VG for comparison.   ATM, not being a shared access
protocol, is configured as a single link between a switch
and a station.  The physical characteristics of the topolo-
gies are summarized in Table 3: 

The large VG-AnyLAN configuration, also used for
FDDI,  is  shown in Figure 1: three hubs with one as the
root, the hubs connected by 1km duplex cables. Stations
are attached to the lower two hubs using 100 meter du-
plex cables. The overall span, or diameter, of both trees is
the same and chosen to be 2.2km, near the limit of VG-
AnyLAN [Grinham].  

The 100BaseT topology, shown in Figure 2, contains two

VG-AnyLAN 100BaseT FDDI ATM

station cnt 20     20  20 20 1

hub  count 1       3 2 3  1

Diameter 200m  2.2km  210 m 2.2km N/A

Table 3  : Summary of topologies analyzed

   ...                ...
Figure 1: Configuration for VG-Anylan and FDDI

Hub 1, Root

Hub 3Hub 2

Stations 1 to 201 10 11 20

Table 2:   Summary of  topology attributes

100BASE-T VG-AnyLAN FDDI ATM

Topology Star Wired Hierarchical
Star

Dual Ring of
Trees

Mesh of
Switches

Category 3 UTP 100 m 100 m

Category 5 UTP 100 m 100 m 100 m 100 m

150 ohm STP 100 m 100 m 100 m 100 m

Multimode Fiber 2 km 2 km 2 km

Singlemode Fiber 60 km 40 km
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hubs, each connecting  to stations with 100 meter duplex
cable segments. The two hubs have a 10 meter cable con-
necting between them. This is roughly the maximum di-
ameter for 100BASE-T.

   

Details of the models:  

  Protocol efficiency is simply the time to transmit a
frame, F,  divided by the F plus overhead (OH)associated
with the transmission:  

E = efficiency = F / ( F + OH)

We tried to compare equal conditions. The analysis as-
sumes that all stations on the LAN transmit packets as
fast as allowed on the channel.  Conceptually,  any single
station is capable of saturating the LAN.   This gives a
clear view  of the protocol efficiency. 

VG-AnyLAN:

We developed a model for VG-AnyLAN that accounts for
cascaded hubs.  A  model for a single hub has been pre-
sented earlier [Kadambi].   Our model covers the more
general tree topology.  The model accounts for overhead
incurred due to  the processing by the hub of station re-
quests to transmit, the address decode operation in the
hubs,  arbitration steps in the root hub of the tree, and the
propagation delay of the media.  Each is discussed below.

The model for the overhead for the multiple hub case was
based on the overhead to transmit a packet after request-
ing and obtaining a grant from the hubs at all levels of the
network up to the root hub.  This models the case where a
receiving station of a packet is on a destination hub,
which also has the transmitting station for the next packet. 
This  pattern of traffic flow may be typical of applications
in a client/server environment. 

A station must request access for each transmit packet
and receive an acknowledgment.  The time for this proc-
ess with a single hub includes the time for the hub to
process a request (t_req) plus the time to process the ac-

   ...                ...

Figure 2: Configuration analyzed for 100BaseT 

Hub 2Hub 1

Stations 1 to 201 10 11 20

knowledgment from the hub permitting the transmission.
t_ack = t_req + t_grant 

The t_ack time in the cascaded case is simply L times the
value for a single hub where L is the number of  levels of 
hubs:

 t_ack_mult = L * t_ack

 The draft specification, [VG] does not yet include these
key timer limits for the request/grant process.  From the
standards definition, we have carefully chosen reasonable
values for t_req and t_grant to be 1.5 microseconds each.

The next contribution to overhead is the time for the hub
to recognize the destination address in the packet.  During
this process the hub buffers the packet. This overhead,
t_adrs, is chosen based on the need to receive approxi-
mately 14 bytes plus a lookup, the total of which we ex-
pect to be about 1.2 microseconds.

The total hub address lookup overhead is a little more
complex: the address lookup has to progress up L levels
of the cascade to the root hub, and then has to progress
downwards to the ‘destination hub’ before it reaches the
destination station. Thus, the individual packet incurs  the
store-and-forward delays at 2L-1 hubs (L hubs upstream
and (L-1) hubs downstream). Thus, 
      t_adrs_mult  =  L * (t_adrs) + (L - 1) * (t_adrs).

The propagation delay is just the round trip propagation
delay to the root hub and back from the transmitting end-
station.  Thus, for example, 2.2km of media at 5 uS/km
contributes a delay,     t_prop = 11 microseconds.  

The efficiency also involves the time to transmit a packet, 
      F  = ( packet size in bytes) * 80  nS/byte.

and frame format overhead, (8 bytes preamble and 2 bytes
of ending delimiter), 
       Tped = (10 bytes) * 80 nS/byte 

Then, 

 
Results are presented for two cases, see Table 4.  First, 
the results of the model for a single hub and 200 meter di-
ameter are given. It can be seen that VG efficiency is
similar to 100BaseT in this small configuration.  
100BaseT is > 77% efficient for normal packet sizes,
roughly 256 bytes or greater,  which is acceptable.

Secondly,  the results for the three hub case show  that

E    =                         F  
           (F + Tped + t_ack_mult + t_adrs_mult + t_prop) 
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cascading,  media delay, and small packet size have sig-
nificant impact on protocol for this traffic pattern.  We
considered an alternative traffic pattern where the next
station to transmit a packet is on a different hub than the
destination of the previous packet. The efficiency im-
proves significantly as this is almost a best case pattern.
We found, for 3-hubs, the efficiency for 1518 byte pack-
ets reaches 94%, and for 64 byte packets to 40%.  

100BASE-T:

We used a CSIM based simulation to examine the per-
formance of the 100 Mbps Ethernet [CSIM].  Details of
the station awaiting the channel to be idle before transmis-
sion and waiting for an IPG interval before beginning to
transmit were modeled. The collision window was also
modeled so that any two stations beginning transmit
within that interval relative to each other experience a col-
lision.   The physical extent of the Ethernet was chosen to
be the maximum allowed (5.12 microseconds slot time)
which results in the highest penalty in throughput when a
collision occurs. The number of stations was 13 because
of simulation limitations. The results are based on 5 sec-
ond simulation runs for each case.  The results, calculated
above, were then extrapolated to 20 stations using the
known variation of efficiency with station count  [Rama]. 

The dependence of efficiency on packet size is shown in
Table 4.  It is seen that very small packets yield low effi-
ciency, but that the results are similar to the VG-AnyLAN
results for the 200m case. 100BASE-T is > 80% efficient
for normal packet sizes, roughly 256 bytes or greater,
which is acceptable.

FDDI:

The often cited model for FDDI efficiency is [Jain]:

E    =                        N * K * G  
                    N * (K * G +  D )   + D 

K   =           T - D
                     G

Where N is the number of stations, G is the frame size
used in the reference, and D is the ring delay.   The model
is accurate for G larger than about 1K byte but is easily
seen to be inaccurate at small packet sizes.  This can be
corrected by accounting for the packet preamble and end-
ing delimiters (Tped) more correctly.   Given, 

F = G - Tped 
The reference equation becomes 

The equation can be further reduced for many cases 
where D is small.  The term in denominator,   (K*G +D)
is simply TTRT and it can be seen that N*TTRT will be
much bigger than the last term, D.  Note that D scales
with the number of stations, so, the above reduces to:

The latency of the ring for the configuration in Figure 1
is,           D= 2km * (M -1) *5uS/km  + 1uS *(M  + 1) + 

(.1m * 2 * 5uS/km  + 2 uS ) * N

Where M is the number of Concentrators.   Table 4 shows
that FDDI is very efficient for the  topologies considered
here, independent of packet size.    For normal packet
sizes, roughly 256 bytes or greater, it provides 16% to
30% greater throughput than other protocols of the same
media bit rate.  

ATM efficiency is evaluated only for the AAL, ATM and
PHY layer protocols operating on a single link.  Other
protocols involved in ATM are not strongly related to this
aspect of performance. The overhead affecting a single
link is calculated  based on AAL 5, the ATM Cell, and
Sonet as described earlier.   AAL requires 8 bytes of over-
head per packet and Sonet requires about 3% of the link.  
The strongest impact is the 5 bytes of overhead per cell.   
It can be seen in Table 4 that ATM is somewhat lower in
efficiency even for 1500 byte packets.    This, due to the
small cell size that was chosen for other reasons.   

E    =              N * K * (G  - Tped)
                    N * (K * G +  D )   + D 

E    =           K * F       =      TTRT -D           F
                  TTRT                  TTRT          ( F + P) 

.
*

Table 4:   Efficiency of protocol  as a function of packet size.

Packet Size
 (bytes)

VG-AnyLAN
1 hub, 200 m

VG-AnyLAN 
3  hubs, 2.2 km 

100-BaseT
 (210 meter)

 FDDI 
3  hubs,  2.2 km

ATM
(1 Link)

64 46 % 19 % 65 % 84 % 58 %

128 63 % 32 % 74 % 91 % 78 %

256 77 % 49 % 80 % 96 % 78 % 

512 87 % 66 % 83 % 98 % 85 %

1024 93 % 79 % 86 % 99 % 85 %

1518 95 % 85 % 87 % 99 % 86 %
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Summary of Performance Analysis

The simple comparison of the efficiency of the four
different LAN protocols is summarized in Table 4. Note
that the environment considered across all of the tech-
nologies was that of a small workgroup of stations that
have essentially an infinite load to transmit on the chan-
nel.  The more efficient a particular technology, the better
the overall user perceived performance. Packet sizes cur-
rently observed on existing networks are predominantly
small, in the range of 512 bytes or less. Although this is
anticipated to change in the future, high speed LANs de-
ployed in the immediate future need to be reasonably effi-
cient for small packet sizes. From this perspective, FDDI
appears to provide better efficiency as compared to the
other high speed LANs. When considering these ‘worst
case’ workloads and configuration for the workgroup, the
efficiency of VG-AnyLAN is almost comparable to what
is observed with 100BASE-T. The typical claim of poor
efficiency with CSMA/CD protocols for small packet
sizes is usually with a large number of stations. We ob-
serve that for a small workgroup LAN configuration (200
meters) that VG-AnyLAN and 100BASE-T efficiency is
acceptable.  The penalty of ATM (5 bytes of overhead for
every 48 bytes of payload) is also substantial for work-
loads of small packets. 

Summary and Comparisons

We next make some observations separated into four top-
ics of comparison. These topics are:  the maturity of the
technology, the cost of implementation, latency control
based on a priority scheme, and the applicability of the
technology to workgroup and backbone networks.

Of the four technologies, only FDDI is currently a mature
technology with  completed standards and proven interop-
erability. The other three protocols are at various stages of
standards and technology development. For example, 
neither Fast Ethernet nor VG-AnyLAN have passed a let-
ter ballot within  their committees. ATM is still working
out issues around congestion management,  switch to
switch protocols, and LAN Emulation, are still being de-
veloped.  Typically, it takes some time for a standard to
reach its maturity stage where relatively large scale im-
plementations achieve the interoperability, stability, cost,
and performance goals. 100BASE-T, VG-AnyLAN, and
ATM are yet to achieve the same stage as in Ethernet, To-
ken Ring, and FDDI.  

Protocol complexity can be used as a basis for cost com-
parison, and is divided  into two aspects - station costs
and hub costs.  Of the four protocols, 100BASE-T and

VG-AnyLAN have relatively simpler station protocols,
which can result in less cost. ATM is more likely to have
higher relative cost due to cells assembly and additional
services. On the hub side, the design complexity and level
of semiconductor integration for 100BASE-T,  FDDI and 
VG-AnyLAN may be relatively close, resulting in similar
cost structures.  ATM switches, currently expensive, will
drop in price but are expected to be more expensive than
the  shared LAN’s hub costs.  However, the additional
bandwidth and services provided by ATM may justify the
added complexity and cost.  Finally, note that additional
cost, not directly related to an individual protocol, must
be considered when configuring an infrastructure network
where dissimilar LAN types interconnect the desktop,
server, and backbone.  

A form of priority service for latency control is provided
by three of the protocols,  the exception is 100BASE-T. 
The VG-AnyLAN  protocol has Demand Priority and
FDDI has synchronous priority.   These two protocols
have or plan to have bandwidth allocation and manga-
ment schemes.  ATM’s UNI protocol provides multiple
service classes and bandwidth  reservation established
during call setup of a switched VC.  One issue in deploy-
ing these services is the need to coordinate between
switches or LAN segments the bandwidth allocations
made locally. Another issue in deployment of these serv-
ices is operating system support  for the multiple classes
of service. Today’s higher level protocols generally  re-
quest that a packet be transmitted with no notion of vary-
ing classes of  service on the LAN. Therefore, while the
underlying datalink technologies  provide a service, the
usefulness depends upon  development of new or modi-
fied higher layer protocols.

The design of backbone and server interconnects requires
many special considerations. Key design considerations
include high and scalable bandwidth, scalable network
extent, robustness and stability under high load, availabil-
ity, fault tolerant topology, and manageability. Two of the
protocols, well suited for use in the workgroup,  are not as
well suited for the backbone.  For 100BASE-T, the dis-
tances supported are too limited.  For VG-AnyLAN, the
centralized arbitration, rooted topology, and the lack of
fault tolerant features (such as redundancy in hub or link)
makes it less desirable as a backbone technology.  FDDI
supports large network distance, with good network effi-
ciency, and several fault tolerant capabilities. Although,
it’s bandwidth is not scalable, it is a good choice as a
backbone technology. ATM meets most of the backbone
requirements, however, there is a fair amount of standard
and technology work before these capabilities can be fully
realized. 

.
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Conclusions

Four protocols intended to provide 100Mb/s LAN serv-
ices to individual users or work-groups have been de-
scribed and compared. We introduced new or extended
models for the VGAnyLAN and FDDI protocols.    

Comparisons are made using several criteria: maturity,
simplicity, cost, scalability, quality of service, and effi-
ciency. 

While vendors are pushing various technology driven so-
lutions, the price, maturity, ease of use, and interoperabil-
ity of a given solution will determine it’s fate in the mar-
ket.
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